COMPANY

CASE STUDY
In a business partnership, Coseke Uganda supplied and

installed her robust i4600 Kodak scanners to Computer

Computer
Warehouse Group
INDUSTRY
Information
technology

Warehouse Group Uganda office.

Coseke offered support and maintenance on contract basis to

the scanners for a period of more than two years. During then
Computer Warehouse group enjoyed the advantages of using
these production scanners.

Location
Kampala Uganda
Project
Supply And
Installation of
Kodak Scanners
i4600 scanners Turned Chaos into Efficiency and Efficiency

into Advantage for Computer Warehouse Group.
Who is Computer Ware House Group

Computer warehouse is an information and communication

technology company operating in Africa. The company offers
integrated ICT solutions that add value to the operations of

diverse clientele, using highly skilled and well-motivated
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workforce.

Digitizing and managing a whirlwind of documents just got
easier for CWG. With the most versatile capture solution Kodak

has ever built, CWG was ready for production scanning the day
they opened the box. By Using the all-new KODAK i4000 Plus

Series Scanners productivity at CWG was taken to new heights.
Simplicity and ease of integration
Kodak's Smart Touch Feature delivered out-of-the-box

productivity that easily automated multiple tasks with powerful
"one touch" scanning.

Ergonomic design for easier loading and unloading.
The i4600 capture platform allowed for easy upgrades and
simple integration with CWG’s existing processes.

Output to multiple file formats and destinations, and scan to
other applications.

Worry-free, consistent image quality
Kodak's Perfect Page Technology made adjusting scanner

settings a thing of the past for computer Ware house group

Perfect Page image processing provided exceptional scans and

images time after time, even from less-than-perfect documents,
reducing the need for rescans and post-image processing.

Streak Filtering corrects for real-world conditions you can't
control, such as dust.

Longevity and ease of mind
When volume increased, enhanced functionality and speed

were easily added — it's the only scanner series in its class that
allows field upgrades.

Rugged design and steel-welded frame ensured high
performance and reliability.
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